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Introduction
Not many people in 2015 had a second hand electric car and worked in the car
repair industry. For me, it was clear that this technology was going to get more
popular, and that those of us repairing cars would need to adapt.
At the time, a few people (including myself) had completed some training on
hybrid and electric vehicles, but never actually saw them in the workshop,
mainly because people assumed the dealership was the only option.
If you did see one in the workshop, you had to try and remember all of your
training, and the vehicle might be significantly different to the one you trained
on, so you’d spend loads of time working out how it worked before you could
start fault finding.
Then you might need a special tool just for that specific job, and then never use
it again. Obviously all these issues would become a problem for garages, and
with main dealers just quoting for a list of parts all of which were expensive, a
problem for owners, too.
I started HEVRA to prevent these issues becoming a problem. Whatever your
views on electric cars, it’s a scientific fact that we need to move away from
burning fossil fuels if we want to keep this planet inhabitable for humans. It
would be great if we could get away from fossil fuels in a way that we can still
travel and still earn a living.
HEVRA membership aims to resolve all of these problems, by helping you get
customers in the door and helping you fix their cars. We can represent you at
events, provide you with an overview of how the car works and further
information on specific problems, and have an experienced EV specialist on call
whenever you need one, for a fraction of the cost of employing one full time.
For HEVRA members, electric vehicles are not just the future- they are the
present. We look forward to welcoming you to our community.

Peter Melville
Founder and Technical Support Lead

Promoting your business
It doesn’t matter how good you are- if
drivers don’t know you repair electric
vehicles, you won’t get them in the door.
Since 2017, we’ve been letting people
know that the main dealer isn’t the only
option for electric car repairs and
servicing, and established HEVRA as a
trusted brand within the EV community.

Every time a HEVRA member
garage repairs a car where the
dealer or other independents
have failed, that reputation
grows a little more.
The support we provide to our
members benefits the reputation
of the network for all of us.
We work with various owners clubs as
well as promoting the network at
events and online.
Most of our members see a significant
increase in electric vehicle bookings
after signing up with us, and with our
technical support there when you need
it, you’ll have the confidence to book
them in.

Supporting your business
There’s a big difference between learning
principles of electric vehicles and safely isolating
a high voltage system on a training course, to
repairing all types of problems on all makes and
models in a way that is timely for the customer
and profitable for your business.
We’ve found this is especially true for electric
vehicles, where not only are they a big change
from the technology that came before, but there
are also huge differences between electric
vehicles from different brands.

The HEVRA Portal gives you
access to the basic
differences between
different vehicles- how the
engine and electric motors
are arranged, battery
chemistry, battery layouts,
main components, thermal
management and any other
useful information relevant
to a particular model.
We publish our own thermal management diagrams,
and if the manufacturer doesn’t do a particular wiring
diagram, we publish our own.
This section of a CAN-Bus
diagram shows the powers and
grounds to each control module
as well as the CAN lines.

When one of our members gets in touch with a problem, it goes one of two
ways. If it’s a problem we’ve seen before, then we can advise on how to find
the root cause and fix the problem. If it’s something we haven’t seen before,
then we’ll use our expertise of the system along with further research to work
with you and get to the bottom of it. As well as helping you, this means we
know what to look for if we see the same problem in the future.
Sometimes we’ll get to the
bottom of a problem and get
the car fixed, but it highlights
where we could do with
knowing a bit more about a
particular subject. Our R&D
team will then fill in all these
gaps to improve our support
service. Shown here reverse
engineering DC charging
protocols to better fix cars
with charging problems.
Unplugged, the HEVRA Newsletter is published four times a year, and is full of
tips and unusual jobs that you can learn from and gain experience.

For faults that we’ve seen before, we may
send a pre-written test plan to give you all
the information you need in one go.

Membership benefits- UK

*proof of competence required for listing on website (usually in the form of an IMI or City and Guilds
Level 3/4 EV training certificate)
**security deposit and postage charges may apply
On site technical support is available when we are unable to diagnose a fault remotely and there is a
possibility that on-site support would help to find the problem. You must have a minimum of 7kW
EV charging on site to use on-site support.

Membership benefits- outside UK

*proof of training or experience required for listing on website

All of our technical communications and admin are in the English language and available during
working hours in England.
If you are located in the European Union, you will be invoiced by HEVRA Europe OÜ.
If you are located outside the European Union (including UK), you will be invoiced by Hybrid and
Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance Ltd.

Supported brands and models
We aim to keep as many electric vehicles on the road as possible, but of course
we can only support brands that we have sufficient expertise for.
Currently supported brands:
Audi
Bentley
BMW
Chevrolet (1st Gen Volt only)
Citroën
Ford
Fiat
Honda
Hyundai
Jaguar
Jeep
Kia
Land Rover
Lexus
MAN (eTGE only)
Maxus
Mazda
Mercedes-Benz
MG
Mitsubishi
MINI
Nissan

Peugeot
Porsche
Renault
SEAT
Skoda
Smart
Suzuki
Tesla
Toyota
Vauxhall (GM)
Vauxhall (PSA)
Volkswagen
Volvo

As a general rule for high voltage hybrid vehicles we support all hybrid-specific
parts of the car. For fully electric vehicles we support the entire car- so as well
as the EV-specific parts we can also help with a faulty electric window for
example.
Please note we do not support any mild hybrids with a system voltage less than
60V, and we also provide very limited support for ADAS and self driving systems,
and for powered closures (e.g. convertible roofs and falcon wing doors).
New brands are added periodically.

Signing up- Garages outside the UK
Please sign up at www.hevra.org.uk/international
If you are in the UK, please choose option 1 or see the following page for UK
signup.
If you are outside the UK and outside the EU, please choose option 3.
If you are in Estonia, please choose option 2.
If you are in the European Union but outside Estonia:
Please email us at hello@hevra.eu with your VAT number. We will use the
European Commission VIES VAT number validation system to check if you are
eligible for VAT-free membership. If you are eligible we will ask you to sign up
with option 6. If you are not eligible we will ask you to sign up with option 2.
If you are in the European Union but not registered for VAT, please choose
option 2.

If you have any questions, please let us know at membership@hevra.org.uk

Signing up - UK - Online
You can sign up online- please visit
https://www.hevra.org.uk/membership.html
And Click “Sign up Now” to set up your account and Direct Debit.
You can then email us with which level of membership you would like, and a
photo or scan of your training certificate.

Signing up - UK – Paper forms
If you prefer, you can sign up by filling in the forms on the following pages.
Then get your:
• Application form (page 12)
• Direct debit mandate (page 16)
• Training certificate
And email all three items to membership@hevra.org.uk
Or post to:
HEVRA
C/O Cleevely Electric Vehicles
Unit 41A
Lansdown Industrial Estate
Cheltenham
GL51 8PS

If you have any questions, please let us know at membership@hevra.org.uk

Name of business (Legal entity name)

Garage address (home address for mobile mechanics), including trading name if different
from above

Email address for technical info

Desired member package (please tick)
Online (£50+VAT pm)
Silver (£75+VAT pm)
Gold (£130+VAT pm)

Billing email address

Work location (please tick)
Garage workshop
Mobile

Equipment confirmation
I have at least the minimum standard for tools and equipment shown on the
following pages
Please photograph or scan and send to membership@hevra.org.uk
•
•
•

This application form
Direct debit mandate
Training certificate

HEVRA Equipment Requirements- Workshops
You will need everything on this list to qualify for membership.
Item

Recommended standard

Minimum standard

Diagnostics

Multi-brand diagnostics with a
software subscription or
factory diagnostic tools

Diagnostic equipment with recent
software

Air conditioning

Air conditioning equipment for R134a air conditioning equipment with
R134a and R1234yf with
facility to flush hoses.
hybrid vehicle function.
Separate oil injector.
Separate oil injector.
OR agreement with local company to
use the above.

Workbench

Plastic or wooden heavy duty
workbench or trolley

Any workbench that is not magnetic or
conductive

High Voltage gloves

At least two pairs of Class 0
electrical gloves

At least one pair of Class 0 electrical
gloves

Multimeter

Cat III Multimeter with Cat III
leads

Cat III Multimeter with Cat III leads

Brake fluid tester

Brake fluid tester

Brake fluid tester

EV Charging

7kW or 22kW Type 2
untethered EVSE and Type 2
and Type 1 leads.

3-pin 13A standard wall socket

Lifting equipment or pit Scissor lift and 2-post lift.

Any vehicle lifting equipment allowing
access to underside e.g. 2-post lift, 4post lift, scissor lift, pit, etc.

Internet access

Broadband internet access on
laptop or desktop computer
with printer

Internet access on any device

Vehicle repair
information

Access to Autodata, Haynes
Pro, Alldata, or similar, plus
subscriptions to manufacturer
data websites

Access to Autodata, Haynes Pro,
Alldata, or similar, or subscriptions to
manufacturer data websites

Customer records

Computerised invoicing system Any system that allows detailed service
invoices to be made and searched at a
later date

Jacking equipment

500kg transmission jack

Not required, recommendation only

Automotive oscilloscope Two or four channel oscillscope Not required, recommendation only
Insulation tester

1000V Insulation tester

Not required, recommendation only

Insulated hand tools

Sockets, spanners, pliers etc

Not required, recommendation only

HEVRA Equipment Requirements- Mobile
You will need everything on this list to qualify for membership.
Item

Recommended standard

Minimum standard

Diagnostics

Multi-brand diagnostics with a
software subscription or
factory diagnostic tools

Diagnostic equipment with recent
software

Air conditioning

Air conditioning equipment for Manifold gauges.
R134a and R1234yf with
hybrid vehicle function.
OR agreement with local company to
Separate oil injector.
use the following:
R134a air conditioning equipment with
facility to flush hoses.
Separate oil injector.

High Voltage gloves

At least two pairs of Class 0
electrical gloves

At least one pair of Class 0 electrical
gloves

Multimeter

Cat III Multimeter with Cat III
leads

Cat III Multimeter with Cat III leads

Brake fluid tester

Brake fluid tester

Brake fluid tester

EV Charging

Subscription to access local
public charging points

Access to charging facilities or 13 amp
socket at customer address

Internet access

Mobile Wifi dongle and laptop
with printer

Internet access on any device

Vehicle repair
information

Access to Autodata, Haynes
Pro, Alldata, or similar, plus
subscriptions to manufacturer
data websites

Access to Autodata, Haynes Pro,
Alldata, or similar, or subscriptions to
manufacturer data websites

Customer records

Computerised invoicing system Any system that allows detailed service
invoices to be made and searched at a
later date

Automotive oscilloscope Two or four channel oscillscope Not required, recommendation only
Insulation tester

1000V Insulation tester

Not required, recommendation only

Insulated hand tools

Sockets, spanners, pliers etc

Not required, recommendation only

HEVRA Qualification Requirements

A minimum of one employee must meet our qualification standard. It is
recommended that at least two are qualified to cover sickness and
holiday. We also recommend that service advisors are instructed on the
basics of charging and differences with traditional vehicles.

Minimum qualification standard
Any Level 3 qualification in Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Repair
Meeting National Occupational Standards, e.g. IMI Level 3 or higher

Needless to say, higher levels of qualification are preferable and will give you the
knowledge and confidence to take on more advanced jobs.

